The presented paper concerns with the technical object reliability evaluation based on the parametric and momentary failures during the process of object operating. The real world data observation shows that in the case of high quality technical objects the catastrophic failure events are too rare to the credible evaluation of the object's reliability. For that reason, the parametric and momentary failures are in the centre of attention in this paper.
Introduction
In the operation systems of complex technical objects, their continuous degradation is inevitable. The object failure rate grows, what leads to the object destruction and substantial material losses. Such an undesirable situation causes a continuous natural and growing disorganisation of a system [1, 8, 20] .
The control of operation and maintenance processes needs the information concerning technical condition and reliability state of an object.
It is known [3] that as we enter into a system information on the object regulation status, which is determined according to the principles of automatics, and further information on the technical condition of an object determined to the rules of diagnostics as well as an information on the object reliability status, determined according to the reliability theory, we can increase the system redundancy and thus raise its usefulness, decrease its failure rate and also increase the safety.
A model of cybernetic organized system of operating technical object has been presented in [3] , where the reliability characteristics were computed taking three types of failure into accountcatastrophic, parametric, and momentary.
The real world data observation shows that in the case of high quality technical objects the catastrophic failure events are too rare to the credible evaluation of the object's reliability. For that reason, the parametric and momentary failures are in the centre of interest in this paper.
Basics of the system reliability assessment
An occurrence of a failure causes the object state of reliability to change, where that change is described quantitatively by reliability function. Three kinds of failure are taken into account: Catastrophic failures are sudden events leading to a full disability of a technical object. An object, in less critical cases must be put out of use or be repaired, i.e. broken part must be replaced with new one. In the process of use of high quality technical objects only a few catastrophic failures occur.
A parametric defect -due to ageing or degradation -is an event resulting in a gradual incapability of an object. In the process of use a substantial set of parametric damages occur. Identification of parametric failures needs standard and special measuring systems for inspection (evaluation of the system functioning) and for diagnosing checks (estimation of the system technical condition) [2, 18] .
A transient (momentary) failure is an event occurring randomly and after some time going back without leaving any clear signs of its occurrence before. It is a failure, which at a given time, does not cause an object to lose its worthiness. Transient failures are difficult to identify; checks and diagnostic steps are required.
The general model of the reliability characteristic is:
where: ( ) R t -reliability function, ( ) a R t -probability of correct functioning of a system affected by a catastrophic failure, ( ) b R t -probability of correct functioning of a system affected by a parametric damage, ( ) c R t -probability of correct functioning of a system affected by a transient damage.
There are possible other kinds of the reliability characteristics models taking into account different types of failures.
For example
( )
The models (2) and (1) The equations (6) - (7) describe the models where some set of the failure types is treated as compound type of failure or equivalent from certain point of view.
In order to determine the analytic form of the reliability function it is necessary to determine estimators for the types of failures covered by the model. For example, the model (2) needs following estimators:
The model (3):
where: n -the equivalent number of the objects observed to the first failure, ( ) a i m t -the number of catastrophic failures. The model (6)
The model (7) describes the way for the reliability estimation taking into account the parametric and momentary failures:
The number of equivalent objects observed to the first failure can be determined on the ergodicity assumption of parametric and momentary failures:
where:
Symptoms of parametric and momentary failures are obtained from the two intercorrelated equations of state [5, 11] : R t estimator the best approximating function is determined with LSE method:
The ( ) R t function is assumed arbitrary (e.g. a Weibull distribution)
where: a -scale parameter, b -shape parameter.
In addition, its parameters (e.g. a, b) are determined by equalling functional (15) partial derivatives to zero in relation to searched parameters:
For the estimation of Weibull function parameters in [14] special procedure in FORTRAN is presented. Additionally some further quantities can be computed: − the object's life time:
− the standard deviation of the object's life time:
Further on:
Minimal and maximal lifetimes are good measures for reliability characteristics analysis during an object operation and maintenance.
Estimation the parameters of Weibull function [3, 14]
The suggested method is based on the Weibull function described by (17). Having found the logarithm of [13, 14] we obtain:
where: ( ) ln ( ) r t R t = In the discussed case, the functional of the optimisation of the smallest sum square method will take the following form:
Parameters a i b are computed from: 
The essence of the suggested algorithm of determination of analytical reliability characteristics parameters in the form of the Weibull function is to search the null point of the F function resulting from the (28) ( )
at an equality limiting condition (29) brought to a form of (30).
To calculate a and b parameters we assume first that 1 b = . Further, we proceed as follows: The selection of b=1 results from experience gained from reliability tests with technical objects -the time of operation, when the damaging intensity rate a is constant, a const = , is the longest, so it is most sure and most easy to identify.
According to an up-to date experience of operating systems one assumes that with b=1 an object is at a stage of normal use, with b<1 it is being run-in and with b>1 its wear is increased, b=2 its wear is intensified (the intensity rises in a linear way) and finally with b>2 an object is subject to a failure wear (the intensity grows in a non-linear way).
Additional information depends on changes of parameter a -proper value of a and small change a ∆ show good reliability state of an object. The mean lifetime for parameters a and b :
A standard deviation:
An example
The field data of three-type objects' failures is presented in the Table 1 . [3, 4, 11, 12] It should be stressed that number n of objects computed on the observed data is rather small so further observation are necessary to obtain credible results.
Tab. 1 Examples of real world reliability data
During an object operation Weibull function parameters , a b , reliability characteristic values ( ) i R t , and ( ) min E T should be analysed. An expert is able to gather information concerning: − minimal time between failures in observation period converted into number of objects observed, − minimal time between failures for sequence of observations. Such information entered into the cybernetic maintenance system enables an optimization of the maintenance and operation procedures.
Summary
It has been shown in the paper that system reliability analysis based on the parametric and/or transient failures estimators delivers valuable information for maintenance and operation processes optimization.
The observation of changes in the operational status and in the technical condition can serve as a basis to determine signs of parametric and transient failures and, to calculate the parameters of the Weibull reliability characteristics for each particular object.
The presented method of calculating the reliability characteristic does not need any catastrophic failures occurrence and moreover having to analyse a large set of objects. .
